Cell and extracellular matrix rejection in arterial concordant and discordant xenografts in the rat.
Vascularized xenografts are rejected acutely and hyperacutely in concordant or discordant combinations, respectively. We investigated the impact of the donor-recipient combination on the rejection of arterial xenografts, analyzing the cellular and extracellular matricial compartments. Aortic xenografts were performed in a concordant (hamster) and a discordant (guinea pig) combination with Lewis rat. Graft cells and immune effectors were characterized by immunohistochemistry after 15 min and up to 30 days postimplantation. Macroscopic and microscopic structure of the grafts was studied at 60 days. IgC in the concordant combination and C3, C5b9, and IgM in the discordant combination deposited on endothelial cells, acutely and hyperacutely, respectively. The same immune effectors deposited on medial smooth muscle cells, but later than on endothelial cells. In both combinations the medial extracellular matrix was covered by IgM and IgC and infiltrated by monocytes (90%) and T lymphocytes (10%), with elastinolysis in the vicinity of monocytes. However, elastin resorption in the media at day 60 differed in concordant and discordant xenografts(75+/-10% and 99+/-1%, respectively). Intimal thickening and aneurysm developed in concordant and discordant combinations, respectively. Unlike arterial allografts, arterial xenografts are not a homogeneous group. The donor-recipient combination determines the mechanism and the timing of graft cell rejection, as well as the magnitude of medial elastin injury. As a consequence, chronic graft remodeling differs in the two combinations.